


END UNSUNG - Scifi/Supernatural Digital Series  -  Season 1:  7 episodes and 5 speZial episodes

SYNOPSIS
Nothing is as it seems. In this sci-fi, thriller tale from Director Rolf Lindblom. Which is set against the backdrop of alternate 
realities, and stunning landscapes.

END UNSUNG takes the viewer through multiple periods of time and space. Introducing them to various characters -- 
with an assortment of motives, conflicts, and interactions. All prompted by an engineered distortion of time and space. 
Which has wreaked havoc upon, and affected their lives and timelines in profound ways. The cause of this chronological 
chaos, are a group of mysterious beings called travelers. Who not only have the ability to manipulate events both past and 
present, but possess humans as well. But what are their origins? And furthermore, their subsequent plans for all of humanity?

DIRECTOR
Rolf Lindblom is a award-winning filmmaker 
with thoughts not only on filmmaking, 
but on life as a creative person, being a lifelong learner, 
and living day-to-day as a person who is a big fan of cinema. 

CAST & CREW
Produced by: Viking Film Productions
Written, directed, filmed and edited by: Rolf Lindblom
Episodic music & sound design by: Felix Marks
VFX-artist : Rolf Lindblom & Elias Nurmi
Cast: Jarkko Raja-aho, Marcus Hägg, Maria Byskata, Freja, 
Mathilda Björklund, Marjaana Raukola-Lindblom, 
Barbara Terpoorten, Siegfried Terpoorten, Linro Lupar
Filming location: Finland

TECH
Camera: RED EPIC DRAGON (6K)
Lenses: Schneider-Kreuznach Xenon FF-Prime Lenses 35mm & 50mm
Editing: Adobe Premiere with FilmConvert

CONTACT & EPISODES
Producer: Rolf Lindblom   -   rolf@vikingfilm.fi   -   www.vikingfilm.fi
Episodes & Trailers: vimeopro.com/vikingfilmproductions/end-unsung
Website: www.endunsung.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/endunsung
Instagram: www.instagram.com/end_unsung_original_series
Flickr (High quality photos): www.flickr.com/photos/140282965@N02/

Rolf Lindblom
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